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32 simple ways to save water in the house and garden 

This reminder list accompanies this blog post: 

https://www.intelligenthanddryers.com/blog/the-ultimate-starting-guide-of-how-to-conserve-water 

Take a shower (4 mins and under) rather than a bath 

Don’t waste shower water – only have it running when rinsing 

Switch to a water efficient shower head 

If you do have a bath, don’t overfill it 

Switch off taps when water isn’t being used and don’t turn on fully 

Change your teeth brushing habits - only have the tap running when rinsing 

Put a plug in the sink instead of keeping the tap on 

Use the half flush option first on dual flush toilets 

Fit a cistern displacement device (CDD) to your toilet 

Make sure you periodically check for leaks in the toilet 

Invest in a bowl for the kitchen sink 

Fix dripping and leaking taps. 

When buying new appliances or water fittings, look for water efficient labels 

Fill up washing machines and dishwashes before switching them on 

Put a lid on the pots and pans 

Keep a saucepan next to the tap to catch waste water 

Keep water for drinking in the fridge 

Only fill the kettle with the exact amount of water you need 

Limit your meat intake 

Install automatic or sensor taps 

Create your own hosepipe ban 

Recycle your bath, shower and washing up water by using it for plants and lawns 

Make the watering can your tool of choice 

Install a water butt 

Get out the bucket and sponge for car washing 

Cut your grass to a minimum of 4cm or above 

Let the lawn go brown once in a while 

Choose plants suitable for dry conditions 

Face plants and greenery away from the south. 

Maximise water retention when potting up plants and around the rest of the garden 

Look after your outside taps 

Stop leaks and minimise evaporation in ponds 

 


